
 

 

  

Ratnesh is from the Leduguda village. Even though 

he has started staying in the hostel, he is irregular to 

school. He wants to continually go home. 

He does chanting does in a group. He can't do it by 

himself, he is not confident. Mostly it is difficult for him 

to sit still and calm for chanting. He likes to do the 

chant - Asatoma Sat Gamaya and Prayer - Raja Ram 

Raja Ram 

He mostly leans forward while sitting posture. He’s 

encouraged to sit straight. 

Very regularly Ratnesh puts his head down, if he 

wants to sit quietly. Only sometimes he is excited. 

Ratnesh is friendly and plays around with everyone else in the group. His best 

friend is Kapil, they do lots of mischief together. 



 

 

Ratnesh requires individual attention. He needs help and support to do all 

activities, math, chanting, singing, etc. 

 

Ratnesh is a keen learner. He picks up 

concepts in English. However he is 

reluctant at using whole sentences.  

He enjoys playing games like "hot 

potatoes" and "what time is it Mr. Wolf" 

He likes singing the rhymes - this old 

man. When communicated in English he 

responds using some English words.  

 



 

 

Ratnesh has picked up Hindi well. He is doing 

well in speaking, reading two letter words and 

writing.  

He thinks/imagines stories to tell.  

He liked doing alphabet books, where he drew 

object having names starting with particular 

letters. Later he would tell stories about them 

He has developed a good handwriting also.  

He has completed the handwriting book. He 

took lot of interest in doing his book. 

 



 

 

Ratnesh counts up to 100 confidently, he is learning to 

count beyond 100. 

He also counts by 2s and 10s without difficulties and has 

started to count by 3s. He understands the concept of 

greater than and smaller than.  

He writes numbers from 1-20, has difficulties in writing 

the number 6. He picks up new Math concepts quickly. 

He responds to no. before and after up to 50 quickly. He recognises all numbers 

and writes them clearly 

Ratnesh is neat in his skill work. He draws with full concentration. Everyday his 

drawing and colouring is improving. 



 

 

He is very much interested in cutting and 

pasting. When we took up the Nature topic 

he worked quite actively. 

 

 

 

Ratnesh is very 

fond of tree 

climbing.  

He also likes running 

in the field.  



 

 

He likes to play the game Apple-Apple - Banana-Banana 

Playing in the sand pit is also his favourite activity. 

Ratnesh is picking up well. He only needs to be regular to school. 

 

 

 


